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BIO-POLIEROIL 
 

Polishing Oil 
Special for Shellac finishes 
 
DESCRIPTION: 

Bio-Polieroel is a lubricating oil, special for shellac finishes.  Ready to use, almost odourless, 
non-toxic,  poured in little drops, when applying dab on varnish (shellac) makes it flow more 
easy and helps obstruct the leaking of natural adhesion on the surface,  increasing working time. 
 
CHEMICAL/PHYSICAL CHARACHTERISTICS: 
Appearance:     liquid 
Colour: colourless 
Odour : odourless 
Flammability point: n.d 
Solubility: - in common organic solvents:  mixable 

- in water: not mixable 
Relative density respect 
to air: 

>1 

Specific weight : 20° C        0.819 Kg /1+ /-0.03 
  
HOW TO USE: 

Once the shellac varnish pad is soaked , pour a few drops of Bio- Polieroel directly on the 
surface to polish. Appreciable at once: better flow, better working time, greater ease in obtaining 
an even finish.  
At the last stage of work, to obtain a great shine, with the layer of dabbed dry varnish, clean the 
surface with the special grease remover for shellac finishes BORMA FINISHING SPIRIT. 
BIO-POLIEROIL can also be used  for antique furniture. 
 
STORAGE: 
Keep the product in dry, well ventilated place,  away from heat and direct sunlight. 
Keep away from any source  of flames or sparks. Professional product. 
 
PACKAGING: 
The product comes in tins of 500ml, 01Litre, 05 litres. 
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WARNING: 
Our technical sheets are complied on the bases of results of our tests. Nevertheless our 
technical advice is given in good faith, but without a guarantee. Indeed different supports, 
conditions, applications, installations, dilutions are integrating parts of the final result and often 
beyond every control. The user must test the supplied products to verify if it is adaptable for 
his/her needs. 
We can guarantee the continuity of the physical and chemical characteristics. 
 
 

 


